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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we discuss the problem of reflection of shock waves, which 
occurs when a shock wave produced by an explosion or by a fast flying 
projectile hits an obstacle. Because of the importance in application, this 
problem has attracted attention for a long time. If the shock front and 
the surface of the obstacle are planes, then the reflection problem was 
discussed and solved by Courant and Friedrichs in [ 11. Later, in the two- 
dimensional case (steady flow in the two-dimensional case or unsteady 
flow in the one-space-dimensional case), this problem was solved locally by 
Gu Chaohao and others (see [2, 31). However, in the case with more 
independent variables, such problems have never been precisely discussed 
until now. Recently, by means of microloal analysis, A. Majda [4, 51 
and G. Metivier [6] studied problems on local existence of shock front 
solutions and interaction of two shocks for a system of conservation laws. 
Their work offered a way to deal with the multidimensional problems in 
fluid dynamics. 
Our main purpose in this paper is to prove the local existence of the 
solutions for the problem of reflection of shock waves in the three- 
dimensional case. First, in Section 2 we formulate the original problem 
as a Goursat problem for the system of conservation laws with one free 
boundary and another fixed characteristic boundary. After reducing it to a 
nonlinear Goursat problem with two fixed boundaries in Section 4, similar 
to [6] we find an asymptotic solution as a first approximation and then by 
Newton’s iteration we obtain a convergent sequence. At each step of the 
iteration including the first we need to solve a linear Goursat problem and 
derive corresponding estimates. The linearization is given in Section 5, and 
the estimates are obtained in Sections 8 and 9, while we establish properties 
of weighted spaces as a preparation for our estimates in Sections 6 and 7. 
Finally, in Sections 10 and 11 we establish the existence of local solutions 
for the nonlinear Goursat problem. We remark here that our estimates of 
solutions for the Goursat problem in a wedge-shaped domain are uniform 
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with respect o the edge and this allows considerable conomy in using the 
methods of [6]. 
2. FORMULATION 
Let C be a given surface, S an incident plane shock front. Suppose that 
for t < 0 on both sides of S the flow fields are constant and S moves 
towards C with a constant velocity V. At t = 0, S meets Z at point 0, and 
then for t > 0 the reflection of the shock wave occurs. In this paper we are 
going to determine the place of the reflected shock front for t > 0 and the 
flow field behind the reflected shock front. 
For notational simplicity we only consider the case of space-dimension 
2. The system of conservation laws for inviscid unsteady flow has the form 
where (u, v) are velocity components, p, p, e, i represent pressure, density, 
inner energy, and enthalpy, respectively, q2 = u2 + v2. Any discontinuous 
solution of (2.1) has to satisfy system (2.1) in the region where the solution 
is smooth, and satisfy the following Rankine-Hugoniot conditions on the 
shock front, 
where x = $(t, y) is the equation of the shock front and [ ] represents the 
jump of the corresponding function across the shock front. 
System (2.1) can also be written in the form of a symmetric hyperbolic 
system as 
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where a is the sonic speed and s is entropy. For polytropic gas s can be 
taken as p/py. 
We choose the coordinates such that point 0 is the origin, the equation 
of the shock front S is x = I/t with V< 0, the equation of the surface Z is 
x=cp(y), where q(y) is C” and ~(0) = q’(O) = 0, q(y) < 0. According to 
our assumptions, for t < 0 on both sides of S the flow fields are known as 
constant: u,, v,, pa, pa, s, on the left and ub, vb, pb, pb, sb on the right. 
Obviously, before the shock front S intersects with the fixed surface C, the 
velocity of S and the flow field on both sides of S remain constant. Hence 
the intersection of S with C is 
0: x = cp(Y), I=+(Y). (2.4) 
Denoting the equation of the reflected shock front S, issuing from 0 
by x = $(t, y), the expected solution of (2.3) for t > (l/V) q(y) can be 
written as 
U(t, 4 y)= 
U,(t, x9 Y), cp(Y) <x < tilt, Y) 
u (2.5) 
by x> ICl(h Yh 
where U is the abbreviation of (u, v, p, s), and U, is a known constant. 
Since the normal component of the velocity on the rigid wall must be zero, 
our problem on the reflection of the shock wave can be formulated as to 
find functions $(t, y) and U,(t, x, y), such that 
(1) UJt,x, y) satisfies (2.3) (or (2.1)) in cp(y)cxc$(t, y), t> 
(l/V cp(Yh 
(2) U,(t, x, y) and Ub satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions (2.2) 
on x = ICl(t, Y), 
(3) u-qyv=O on x=cp(y). 
In the next sections we will prove the local existence of such functions $ 
and U,. 
3. Two SIMPLE CASES 
Before we start with our main problem, let us recall two simple cases for 
our convenience. 
Case 1. Assume q(y) = 0, u0 = v0 = vi = 0. Then the reflected shock 
front is also a plane, and the flow field behind the shock front is still con- 
stant. The velocity v’ of the reflected shock and the parameters ul, v2, p2, 
p2, s2 of the flow field behind the shock can be determined by solving 
algebraic equations. For instance, for polytropic gas we have 
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2 
u2 = v2 = 0, 
al 
v’=u, +- 
Ul - v’ 
P2 m2+ l)P,/Po-P2 P2 P2 +P2P1 -= 
Pt P2P1/Po+ 1 ’ pl=Pl +P2P2 
(3.1) 
where p2 = (y - 1 )/( y + 1). 
We remark that near the origin our main problem is merely a perturba- 
tion of the above special case. 
Case 2. Consider a plane shock front moving along a plane surface of 
an obstacle. The flow pattern may be described in terms of an “incident” 
and a “reflected” shock front. This case is called regular reflection in [ 11. 
In this paper, if the rigid wall is x= (tg CI) y with c( being small, then 
“regular reflection” occurs. Since the incident and reflected shock fronts can 
be considered as two planes moving with constant velocity along the plane 
wall, the flow appears to be steady from a frame of reference moving along 
the wall, and the two shock fronts appear to be stationary. 
We assume the equation of the incident shock front is still x = Vt. Then 
the intersection of the shock front and the rigid wall moves along the wall 
with the velocity V/sin ~1. The reflected shock and the field behind the 
reflected shock front can be explicitly determined, if u is small. We establish 
a moving coordinate system with the origin at the intersection and with 
x-axis along the wall (see Fig. 1). In the front of the incident shock S, the 
coming flow has velocity (u,, vO) = (qo, 0) = (V/sin x, 0), and the pressure 
and the density of the flow are all given. Behind the incident shock S, we 
have 
u1 = a,[1 - (1 - p2)(sin2 CI - sin2 A,)] 
= ug 
[ 
l-(I-P2)(l-$)sin’ol] 
VI =(qo-u,)cota 
2 
=uO(l-p2) l-3 sincrcosa. 
( > V2 
(3.2) 
FIGURE 1 
(3.3) 
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and pl, p1 can be explicitly expressed as well. Here in (3.2) cO represents 
the sound speed, A, represents the Mach angle. 
In order to determine the place of the reflected shock, we introduce the 
following quantities: 
0 = arc tg z, 
41 =Jm 
= ug 
i 
l-2(1-$) 1-s 
( > 
sin2 CI 
+(1-p2)2(l-$)2sin’r)1’2, 
c’, =/J2q~+(1-~2)c~=~2q:+(1-,U2)c~, 
where p2 = (y - l)/(y + l), y is the adiabatic exponent, c* and c1 are the 
critical sound speed and the sound speed behind S. 
Denoting the parameters of the flow field behind S, by u2, u2, p2, p2 etc., 
the angle between the direction (ul, u,) and S, by pl, and letting 
ii, =(p2+(1-p2)sin2A,)q,, 
u, =(l-p2)q, +fi, 
we have 
tgel 2z!2 %zs, 
u2 d- 1 1 
u2 = q1 - (1 - p2)(sin2 B1 - sin2 A,)q,, 
02 = (41 - u2) cot Pl. 
(3.4) 
Since the flow behind S, is parallel to the wall again, then 8 = 8, and we 
can determine u2, PI, u2 from (3.4) successively. 
Along with the motion of the intersection of the incident shock front and 
the rigid wall, the reflecied shock S, forms a plane, the equation of which 
in the original coordinate system is 
t x Y 
+a Q a 1 =o 
0 WJl -e+a) 1 
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x=tg(B, -8+a)y+ Q~--tg(B1 -O+a) vt. 
tg M 
(3.5) 
By eliminating the effect of the intermediate moving coordinate system we 
can obtain all parameters of the field behind the shock (3.5). 
We remark that when c1+ 0, the positions of the shock (3.5) and the field 
behind the shock approach the solution in Case 1. Here we give the proof 
for the position of the shock. From (3.2) we have 
tge-sinacoscr(l-p*) 
where the sign N means equal up to an error of higher order. 
From (3.4) we have the equality 
tg/j 
1 
=q1 -% 
u2 
ctg (1 - p*)(sin* a, - sin2 A, )q, ctg 8 
u2 
Therefore, denoting tg PI by t, we have 
after neglecting higher order terms. Thus 
By means of Plandtl’s equality 
c: = c; - $(qf - qi)( 1 - /A*) -1, 
Substituting it into (3.6) yields 
(3.6) 
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Thus 
Combining it with (3.5), the limit position of the reflected shock is 
x= lim 
( > 
id! vt; 
a+~ a a 
that is, 
x= - 
( 
2~~+(l-zp2)$ 
) 
vr. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
On the other hand, from (3.1) we have 
Noticing u. = 0 and (u. - V)(u, - V) = c: = p2(uo - V)‘+ (1 - ~‘)cg = 
~‘(u, - V)2 + (1 - p’)cf, a routine computation gives 
v’= - 
( 
4 2$+(1-2+ 
> 
V, 
which coincides with (3.8). 
4. REDUCTION TO A GOIJRSAT PROBLEM WITH FIXED BOUNDARY 
As mentioned in Section 2 the problem of reflection of shock waves can 
be formulated as a Goursat problem for system (2.1) with fixed boundary 
Z and moving boundary S,. Now we will transform it into a new Goursat 
problem with two fixed boundaries by a coordinate transformation 
involving an unknown function describing the moving boundary S,. 
The moving boundary Sr issuing from d is described by x = $(I, y) as in 
Section 2. It satisfies 
rp(Y)=+w~ Y). (4.1) 
The derivatives of $ on IJ can be determined as follows. At time r0 2 0, the 
incident shock front hits the boundary Z at P(to): ((l/V) cp(yo), rp(yo), yo), 
where y,, satisfies to = (l/V) q( yo). Locally we can regard Z as a plane 
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x - cp(YO) = cp’(Y,)(Y - Y,), and determine the place of the reflected shock 
front as 
x=dYo)=g,t+k,Y (4.2) 
according to Case 1 (to = 0) or Case 2 (to > 0) in Section 3. Hence Vr,G at 
P(tO) can be given as (g,,, A,,). Moreover, the parameters of the flow field 
at P(t,) behind S, can also be obtained as in Section 3. This gives the first 
approximation of our problem. We notice that if q(Y) E C”, then Vet, and 
the flow field on g are also C”. 
Before introducing coordinate transformation let us make two simplitica- 
tions. First, replacing t - q(Y) by t, we may assume q(Y) = 0. (This does 
not mean we go back to Case 1 in Section 3.) Second, since we only need 
to solve our problem locally near the origin, we may assume all functions 
which appear in our problem are periodic with respect o Y with period 2d 
and denote the period region of Y by 9. Such an assumption is reasonable 
due to the property of finite domain of dependence for hyperbolic systems. 
Under the above two simplifications we introduce the coordinate 
transformation: 
x-V(Y) 
x1 =t’w, Y)-V(Y) 
*(t? g)-x 
x2 =%s Y)-V(Y)’ 
(4.3) 
By transformation (4.3) the region with wedge shape q(y) c x< IC/(t, y), 
t > 0, is transformed into the quadrant x1 > 0, x2 >d, while the surface 
x = cp( y), the reflected shock front x = @(t, y), and the intersection cr are 
transformed to x1 = 0, x2 = 0, and x1 =x2 = 0, respectively. 
The Jacobian of transformation (4.3) is equal to 
/%r, x2, Y)l = I”k;;;;;‘J 
a(& x, Y) 
(II/-cp)-‘(x-cp-x,lcI,) t(+-cP)rl 
= (~-cP)-l(~-----x,~,+tl(/,) -I(@-qcp-’ 
= ($-cp)-‘(x-(P--,$,) t(ll/-cp)-’ 
1 0 
= -t(i)-(p-l. (4.4) 
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By (4.1), (4.2) we have 
ti-44t=0 =O, 
V$-cp)l,=cl zo; 
thus transformation (4.3) is nonsingular, and it is a C” diffeomorphism, if
cp, * are C”. 
Let us rewrite system (2.3) in the form 
M;+Ng+Q~=o. ay 
Under transformation (4.3), it is changed to 
Ag+Bz+Q=o, 
I 2 ay 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
where 
We emphasize here that A, B depend not only on U but also on the 
unknown function $ and V$. 
Now our original Goursat problem in Section 2 is transformed to 
another Goursat problem for (4.5) in the domain x1 >O, x2 >O with fixed 
boundary xr =0 and x2 =O. For our convenience in the sequal we rewrite 
this nonlinear Goursat problem in an abstract form as 
L(U, *)u=o, Xl >o, x* >o (4.7) 
lU=O, x1 =o (4.8) 
9G(X,,Y, u,*,w)=o, x2 =o; l/q& y)lr=o =o. (4.9) 
Here L is a first-order differential operator with coefftcients depending on 
U, $, V+. I is a vector (1, --(p,,, 0,O) defined on x, = 0, 9 is a C” non- 
linear function of its arguments. The variable t of $ must be replaced by 
Xl +x,. 
We point out two facts on (4.7k(4.9). First, condition (4.9) satisfies 
uniform stability of shock fronts in the sense of [4], as it is verified there. 
Second, since U satisties (4.8) or x1 = 0, the boundary x1 = 0 is a charac- 
teristic boundary for (4.7). To verify it we check the matrix A on x1 =O. 
Obviously, ax,/& =0 on x1 =O; hence 
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A=& - (N- (PyQ) 
=&- 1 
! 
P(U- ‘P.&J) 1 
P(U - (Py 0) - (PL. 
-(PY cr2p-‘(u- (pyu) 
u-9,f-J 1. 
By condition (4.8) 
0 1 
A=f 0 
Il/-cp 1 -(pv -:I 
i i 0 
on x1 = 0; hence rank A = 2 on x1 = 0 and det IAJ = 0. This certainly 
means that x1 =0 is characteristic. 
5. LINEARIZATION 
From (4.7)-(4.9) we may derive a corresponding linearization as follows 
Ld(Jd"A abu asu am 
ax+B ax+Q -=A ay 
x1 >o,x*>o (5.1) 
1 2 
ly, 6U=O, x1 =o (5.2) 
= g, x2 =o, WI,,0 =o, (5.3) 
where y1 SU, y2 6U represent the trace of 6U on x1, x2 = 0. For our 
convenience, F(y, SU, S$) is the Frechet derivative of % with respect to 
y2 u, v4 and W. 
For given U, $ satisfying (4.8) and p > 0, system (5.1) is hyperbolic. 
Moreover we have the following conclusion. 
LEMMA 5.1. If UE C’, II/ E C2, U satisfies (4.8), and p > 0, then there are 
four characteristic surfaces through x1 =x2 = 0, two coinciding with x1 = 0, 
and the other two placed in x1 ~0, 0 <x2 < -x,/6 and x2 ~0, 0 <x, < 
-(1/6)x, with small S, respectively. Furthermore, near x, =0 there exists a 
family of characteristic surfaces, on which rank A = 2. 
ProoJ Since L is a given operator for given U, (I/, so we can go back 
to (4.5) and prove the corresponding properties for system (4.5). The 
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characteristic matrix for (4.5) is n,M+ n,N+ n,Q, where (n,, n,, n,) is the 
normal direction at a given point. By computation 
det(n,M+ n,N+ n,Q) 
= 
Ph+%+~ny) n, 
~(n,+un,+~n,) 
*x nY a~2p~1(nt~un,+uny) 
n,+un,+un, 
=a p2p(n, + un, + vny)2 [(n, + un, + on,)’ - a’(nc + nf)]. (5.4) 
On x = 0 (i.e., x1 = 0) we have n, =O, and condition (4.8) indicates 
n, + un, + un, = 0. Therefore, x = 0 is a characteristic surface with multi- 
plicity 2. For the other two characteristic surfaces, by n, = 0 we have 
(n, + (u + a)n,)(n, + (u - a)n,) = 0. (5.5) 
Meanwhile, the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions in the case ny are 
where nr’, nt’ are the components of the normal direction to the shock 
front. Since (5.6) can be regarded as shock relations in one space variable, 
then the computation in [l] indicates 
#’ 
u-a<u< --‘<u+a n 0) on 0. x 
(5.7) 
This means that the other two characteristic surfaces through 0 are placed 
on both sides of the wedge-shaped region q(y) < x < $(t, y). Therefore, by 
the coordinate transformation, we obtain the first conclusion in the lemma. 
To prove the second conclusion we only need to find a family of surfaces, 
on which n, + un, + my = 0. Since (1, U, u) is a given smooth vector field, 
the required family can be obtained by finding a family of integral 
manifolds of the vector field. This can be done by solving Cauchy problems 
for a first-order partial differential equation. Here we omit the details. 1 
Later, in constructing approximate solutions to the nonlinear Goursat 
problem, we need also to consider another linear problem which is deduced 
from (5.1)-(5.3), omitting the terms containing the derivatives with respect 
to y: 
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L,SU~A 
asu 
dx+B 
am 
-=A 
1 ax* 
(5.8) 
ly, 6U=O, (5.9) 
dW 
F,(y, 6U, SJ/) d” p - dt +h6$+m6y,u=g; sJ/lr=o =o. (5.10) 
From Lemma 5.1 we can easily derive the next lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Under the assumptions in Lemma 5.1, system (5.8) is hyper- 
bolic. Through x1 = x2 = 0 there are four characteristic lines, two coinciding 
with x, = 0, and the other two placed in x1 < 0, 0 <x2 < -x,/6 and x2 < 0, 
0 < x, < -(1/6)x, with small 6, respectively. 
6. SPACES OF WEIGHT FUNCTIONS 
In this section we introduce some spaces of functions as a preparation 
for establishing various estimates. 
We use the following notations: X = (xi, x2, y), 0 = (x; x1 > 0, 
x2 > 0, y E 91, 0, = 52 n {xl +x2 < T}, o = {(t, y); t > 0, y E 9}, 
o,=on(O<t<T}, & x19 X2? Y) = J/(x1 +x2, Y), VI =x1 a,,, I/, = a,,, 
v3 =ay, D=a,,, and multi-indices a = (cI,~, tlXz, clY) = (a,, t12, clY), /I = 
(B,,, /IX,, /I,) = (Pi, f12, BY), y = (y,, y,). Moreover, we introduce the 
following spaces and corresponding norms: 
L@q= (24; (x1 +x,)-” UE L2(0.)} 
Lf(o,)= {f; t-~EL2(oIT)} 
HJ(Q,)= (%alxuEL:-a,-a,>, lffl <r 
H;k(a,)= {u; V%4EL:PB*--s}, s+ Ij?I <r+k,s<r 
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Denoting the set of C” functions with compact support, vanishing in a 
neighborhood of the origin by Cm (Sz,) or C a)(~ =), we have 
LEMMA 6.1. coo(sZ,) is dense in H>k(Q,) and B$(Q2), and c(w,) is 
dense in HX(o.). 
LEMMA 6.2. For any pair of integers (N,, N2), there exists a constant K, 
such that for any T > 0, we can find two linear extension operators E, 
and Ek 
E,: H;k(QJ + H;k(a), 
E;: H”,(w,) -, H”,(o) 
(6.1) 
with norm less than K for any s, k, and A satisfying 0 < s < N, , 0 < k < N,, 
and IeR+. Moreover, supp E,u c &-, supp E>f c ci&- for u E H;k(L?,) 
and f E Hf(w.). 
The proof of Lemma 6.1 is easy, and for the proof of Lemma 6.2 we refer 
the reader to [6]. 
Similar to [6], on Sz we introduce a coordinate transformation 
(t=x, +x2 
(6.2) 
which maps 52, to fi, = (0, T) x (0, 1) x 9. Correspondingly, we denote 
J2: u(x,, x2, y)HJ~u(t, 8, y)= t-b(t& t(1 -e), y), 
446 Y)++Ji$(4 y)=t-“VW, Y). 
(6.3) 
and 
Pk(QT) = (0; (tc?,)j (ei3.p a7 q,VEL2(fir), 
where j+m, +m, +f<r+k,m, <r} 
c AZ(r+k-j--ml-mz-0 
\j+ml+m2+16r+k 
mz=sr 
x Il(ta,)j (ea,r’ aT2 a;vll;2(/ir) 
) 
> 
Ak(oT)= {I); (td,)jl$$eL2(coT), where j+l<k}, 
WII A+La7) = 1 A2Ck-j-‘) Il(ta,)ja;$II’,z,,,, 
j+l<k 
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LEMMA 6.3. Ji. is an isomorphic mapping H>::,,,(O,) + @;k(d,) or 
H:(w.) --) @:(a.), and there is a constant K, such that 
K-’ Ilull ~3; ,i2(c+) d I/ J,4l riy(rir) G K II 41 H’;:,/,(Rr) (6.4) 
K-l llcpll H:(oq) Q II Ji CP IIof G K II CP IIHi(oT). (6.5) 
Proof We only proof (6.4). First, Jj. is an isomorphic mapping from 
Lt A+ 1,2(Q;IT) to L”(fi,) because of dt dtl dy = -t dx, dx, dy. From (6.3) we 
have 
a,J,u= tri 
( 
faxu+fayu --t-“-h, 
> 
ta,J+= t-A(xa,u+ya,U)-w~U 
deJnu=t-~+‘a,u-t~~+‘a,u 
0a,J+= t-ixaxu- t-ixayu 
a,Jiu = t-i azu. 
Therefore 
I(ta,)j (ea,p a$ a;J,d f 
and for j + ml + m, + I< r + k, m2 + r, the estimate 
ar+k--j--ml-m*-’ (ta,y (ea,)- a;2 a;J,q 
holds. This yields the right inequality in (6.4). 
On the other hand, we have 
ayu = t” a,“Jlu 
(ta,-ea,)J,u=t-l+la,u-;It~~u 
a x2U = t”-$8, - 8dO) J,u + At”-‘J,u, 
a,,u= t “p’a,J,u+ t”-$a, -8a,) J,u+AJ,u+‘, 
X1a,,u=t” T(ta, -8a,) J,u+~iJ,u+~a,J,u); 
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. t-(“-b-LJ2);lr+k-b- IBI 
If b + 1 /?I < r + k, b < r, the right-hand side does not exceed 
C c I(ta,)j(ea,)*’ a;* q,J,ul Ar+k-ml-m*--j--I 
ml+m2+j+lGr+k 
m2sr 
Thus the left half of (6.4) is obtained. 1 
Set XECF(R’), such that suppxc($,2) and 
Moreover, let 
f x(2&)=1, z>o. 
jr -cm 
uj(t, e, V) = XC2jr) u(c7 e9 Y)> Il/jtt, Y) = Xt2jt) +tr> Y) 
Cj(l, 6, y) = 2-“2vj(2-jt, 9, y), lJj(l, y) = 2-qhj(2-jt, y) 
Tj = min(2,2jT), (6.6) 
&=(-co, T)x(O, 1)x9, GT=(-co, T)x9 
H’,k(i&) = {w; aj(ea,)“’ a? a;w E P(i?.), 
where j+m, +m2+I<r+k,m2 Gr}. 
We have 
II4 (r,k),n = ( c 
A2(r+k-j-m,-m2-/) 
j+l+ml+mz<r+k 
m2Qr 
> 
w 
x IIWfl~drnl q? +4l’LZ(fi) , 
~~~~ik,l =(,+F<kA2(k j -‘) Iid:8;fi&i))“*. 
LEMMA 6.4. (i) If u E firgk(fi,), then Zj E Zf’yk(fi,,), and 
2 ‘iifijj(r,k),l G C 11~11 X;kctiT). (6.7) 
505/SQjZ-2 
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(ii) I” there exsits a sequence { wj} satisfying w, E H’3k(fi,), 
suppw,c{T,bt>y} with y>O, and C~w,]~,,,,,,<co, then v= 
cj 2’/*wj(2jt, 8, z) E fir-k(siT), and 
Ilull H>k(si,) 6 c(z iwjIf,,k),i)"2~ (6.8) 
(iii) Zf $ E flk(mT), then gj E Hk(6,,,), and 
1 ii’JjiT:,A G c IlbVl~~(~0,)~ (6.9) 
*J+‘T> 1 
(iv) If there exists a sequence { 40~) satisfying ‘pi E Hk(Gq), supp ‘PJ- c 
{ Tj 2 t 2 y} with y > 0, and C iqj]:,n < co, then @ = cj 2j/*qj(2jt, y) E 
fik(o,), and 
II II/ II I+Jr) G c(c iiVjpiij:,*)1’2. (6.10) 
Proof: We prove conclusions (i) and (ii) only. Since the dyadic 
partition of unity and dilation are taken along the t direction, we only 
indicate the estimates of deriatives in the t direction. From the expression 
of iTj we have 
s l&Gj(t, 8, y)12 dt dtI dy 
% = s 2-j2-‘j [(+,)(2-jr, 0, y)l* dt d6dy 3 
= 
I 
2-*’ &vj(tl, 8, y)l* dt, d0 dy, 
z-in5 
where t, = 2-jt. By virtue of 4 < 2jt < 2 on supp vj, the inequality 
2-“< 4ty holds. Hence 
I ld,iTj(t, 8, y)l* dt d6’dy 3 
<c s 2-(,+11<,<2-,+1 Ita,v,(t, 0, y)l* dt d0 dy, 
c s ltI,Cj(t, 0, y)J2 dt dtl dy RTi 
<C s Jtd,uj(t, 8, y)12 dt dtl dy. 
A similar procedure yields (6.7). 
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Conversely, assume that {wi} is given as in (ii). Set wj*(t, 8, y) = 
2”*wj(t, 8, y). Then supp w,+ c (2-‘y, 2-j+‘), and 
s It&w,*(t, 6, y)l* dt d0 dy “5 
= 
s 
lt&(2”*wj(2’t, 8, y))l* dt d&I dy 
Rn (r<2h< T,} 
Q 
s 
lt22*‘(&,wj)(tl, 0, y)l*dt, dedy 
9 
<C i nT latwj(f, 0, Y)l* dt de &; / 
therefore 
jO, It&ul*dtdOdy<~ j- It8,wj+jt,e, y)(*dtdOdy 
I i “T, 
<Cc j la,w,(t,O, y)12dtdOdy. 
i % 
A similar procedure yields (6.8). 1 
As in the beginning of this section we define 
ii&; = ( c iv&r.k-2r,.i)“*~ 
rCk/2 
The following conclusions are valid. 
LEMMA 6.5. JA is an ,isomorphic from Bt+ ,,*(sZ=) to Bk(fiT) and there is 
a constant C. such that 
c-’ I141B;+,,,(nr) G IIJi4l~;m d C I141~~+,,2~nrp (6.11) 
LEMMA 6.6. (i) If UE &(fi..), 17~ is defined as above, then fij E Bk(fi,), 
and 
c Pqiik: G c llvll &2T). (6.12) 
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(ii) Zf there exists a sequence {w,} satisfying wj E Bk(d,), supp wj c 
{ Tj > t > y ) with y > 0, and Z fwii$; < CO, then v = Zj 2j12wj(2jt, 8, y) E 
&(fi=), and 
Ilull &(S,) d c(c iiwjl&)"'. (6.13) 
7. NONLINEAR COMPOSITION 
LEMMA 7.1. If k > 8, k, <k, 17, •B~l(fi~), 6, l B“(fi~), then C,v”, E 
Bkl(fi T) and 
-_ - 
Ilv,~,IIBl~Cii~~IIBfii~,ll~~ A A (12 1). (7.1) 
Proof In view of Bk’ = n,, 2r+ HC” we consider 
and each term in the sum can be written as 
12(r+s-j-ml-mz-U Il(al;‘(ea,)m; a? a;fi,) 
x (a:-j’(ea,)ml-mi ag-mia;-“fi211;2, (7.2) 
Denoting wI = aj’(OaJ’i a? aia,, ~2 = aj-j’(ea,)ml-mi ai-“a,, we have 
Iwl I G C(llW, IIL2 + llwl llff2.0) d C 116, II@+mi+l’+2++4, (7.3) 
I+ I G C( II w2 II L2 + II% II f&O) 
~CIIUI ~0 il+~m,-m~l+~1-l’)+2(m~-~l+4. (7.4) 
The sum of the indices of these two B-spaces is j+ m, + [+ 2m, + 8 < 
2r + s + 8 6 k, + k; therefore at least one inequality among j’ + m; + 1’ + 
2m; +4<k, and (j-p)+(m, -m;)+(l-/‘)+2(m, -m;)+4<k holds. 
If r + s > 2 and the first inequality holds, then in view of 
pW’+m;+m;+/‘) llwl II;,,, 
=c l/A-(j’+m;+m;+l’) aj”(ea,p~ a$ ap1 11:~ 
with j”+m;l +I”< j’+l’+ 1, m;‘<m; + 1, we have 
j”+m;l +m;‘+I”<r+s+j’+m; +m; +I’ 
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which yields (7.1). If r+s<l or (j-j’)+(m,-m;)+(I-I’)+ 
2(m, -m;) + 4 <k, then we may use (7.4) instead of (7.3) to obtain 
(7.1). I 
LEMMA 7.2. Zf k>8, k, > k, 12 1, u, E@(S~=), u2 E B:(S2.), then 
u1 u2 E Bg;- ,(Q.), and 
IIv4211B~~,(RT) G c lb1 lIB:h Ib211B;(RT). (7.5) 
Moreooer, ifq, EH:‘(oI~), q2 EH:(~=), then (p1(p2 EH:~~,,,(w,), and 
IIVI(PI IIH:A-,,2 6 c Ilrp, IIHpbr) II~2IIf4cw,,- (7.6) 
ProoJ: Let u1 =J1-1,2u1, u2 =JA-1,2~2. Then 
J2,-,,,hu,)= t -21+3/2f22--u,u2 = pu1u2~ 
Replacing ul, u2 by .ZU,~, ZU,~ (see (6.6)), and noticing the property of Uljy 
u2j about their support, we have 
t”2u,u2 = 1 
( 
Ulj c t”2U .I 2J * 
i lj-j’l < 1 > 
Setting wj = ulj Eli- j8, <, tli2uv,, 
icj = 2-“2Wj(2-jt, t?, y) 
w -7 
= Ulj ’ U2j, 
where gzj(t, 0, Y) = 2-‘12 Clj-j’l g 1 2j12t’J2u2jr(2-jt, 8, y), we can prove as in 
Lemmas 6.4 and 6.6 
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Therefore by Lemma 7.1 
Using Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 we obtain (7.5). The proof of (7.6) is similar. 1 
LEMMA 7.3. Assume that f is a C” function on [WI, f(0) = 0, To > 0, 
K > 0, k 2 8, 1> k + 1. If a real function u E B:(Q,) satisfies 
Ilull B;v+) G K 
then f(u) E Bk,(SZ,,), and for t d TO 
(7.7) 
llf(u)ll E;(oT) G C(K) Ml I;. (7.8) 
Proof: First, for IpI < 1, 6< 1 or IBI ~3, b=O we have 
II VBWI LyRqJ G C( 1141 L*(L+,) + Ilull H3.‘(QTO) + II4 “2.3(QTo)) 
6 C II4 B;(Rro) S K. 
BY f(O) = 0, f( ) u can be written as ug(u) with gg C”, and (Iu(( Lm(n7,j QK 
yields II d4ll Lm(nr,j 6 C(K). Moreover 
Ak Ilf(4L; G Ak IkWll,; < WVk II&~ 
d C(K) IW,y < C(K). (7.9) 
To estimate Ilf (u) II B:(RTO), we expand its expression, and estimate 
Ar+s-b-181 IIVsDbf(u)llL~~~2~,, wher b+lfi\ dr+6, b<r, 2r+s<k. 
Expanding uBDbf (u) 9 we have 
p4@j-(u) = 1 s’q’(u) vfiu, @mu . . . V%I @wU. 
where X,7=1 IBu,I G IPI, Cj”=l b(j) Gb, IBu,I +Q ‘0. 
For q = 1, in view of If (q)(u)) < C(K), the estimate 
(7.10) 
Ar+s-b--l@’ I( VB(I)Db(l)UIILj~h~b(nl) 
< Ar+ s ~ b(l)- Ml)’ 1) p%‘~~‘L’~lJ L* 
~-B,Wh(p) 
G lI4lB~(,,) (7.11) 
is valid. Hence the terms in (7.10) corresponding to q = 1 are dominated. 
When q > 2, among all factors Vfl(j)@‘(~)u in the left-hand side of (7.10) 
we only need estimate the L2-norm for one of them, and estimate the L” 
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norm for the remaining factors. In fact, if one of the sums 1 flu,1 + 2boj is 
greater than 4, for instance 1 /SC,,1 +2b,,, > 4, then 1 flu,\ + 26(j) 6 k - 4 for 
j>2, and 
11 V~w%II Lrn(QTo) < c II V~(J)~b(~~4 fw(QTo) 
G C II4 B\b(j)l +%~+4~~To) 
G c Ilull B;(n,, G C(K). (7.12) 
Furthermore, we can estimate 11 VB(‘)Db%ll Lo as in (7.11). Now if 
[flu,1 + 2b,,, d 4 holds for all j, then l/Iu,l + 2bci, <k - 4 by k B 8 also holds 
for all j. Thus the above argument is still effective. Summing up, we have 
lr+s-b-‘B’ II ~wf~~)ll.:~~*&2T) G C(K) l141B;(nT)~ (7.13) 
whence (7.7). 1 
COROLLARY. Under the assumptions of Lemma 7.3, set v = f(u) - uf ‘(u), 
then VEB~~-~(R~J, andfor T=G T, 
IIVIIB:,-,Wr) G C(K) ll&2,,. (7.14) 
Proof: We write f(t)-[f’(t) as <g(t). Then geC”(R’) and g(O)=O. 
Hence the conclusions in Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 yield (7.14) immediately. 1 
Similarly, for the space Hf;(w,) we have the following proposition, the 
proof of which is similar to and simpler than Lemma 6.3. 
LEMMA 7.4. Assume that f is a C” function on R’, f(0) =O, T,>O, 
K> 0, k > 2, 12 k + 1. If a real function cp E H:(w,) satisfies 
II cp II H;(0Q) 1<K, thenf(cp)EH:(w& andfor TdT, 
IIf~cp~ll~~~o~,~~~~~IIrpII~~~~,,. (7.15) 
Moreover, f(q)-cpf’(cp)E H~,P1,2(~To), and for T< T0 
II f (cp) - ~fIWll/&,,z(wT) d CW)II cp ll~;~,,,. (7.16) 
8. ESTIMATES FOR LINEAR HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS 
‘WITH CHARACTERISTIC BOUNDARY 
In order to construct the sequence of approximate solutions and to 
determine the first term of this sequence, we need some estimates for the 
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solutions of linear hyperbolic systems. First, we consider the case with two 
independent variables. 
Let Q(“) be the domain x1 20, x2 > 0 on the plane O,, 
Q(,o) = Q(O) n {x1 + x2 < T}. On a(“) we give a boundary value problem 
(P) for a first-order hyperbolic system, 
LoUif& au 
zSB 1 
g+B 
I 
g+Gu=f, 
2 
ly1u=O, 
dif. dq 
~o(Y*h cp) =P ;i;+hv+my,u=g, ‘pl,=o=O 
(8.1) 
which is just problem (5.8t( 5.10) except adding the term Gu in the system. 
We assume all conditions for the coeffkients in (5.8~(5.10) are satisfied for 
(8.1), GE CO(@)). Denoting the coefficients in (8.1) by A*, B*, . . . . m*, 
when these coefficients are frozen at the origin, and setting 
@I = mad II A -A* II L~(ng+T -., II m -m* II Ly[~, T,,~J, (8.2) 
we have 
THEOREM 8.1. Under the assumptions there exists E, > 0, such that for 
E(~)<E~, T< To, problem (8.1) has a unique solution (u, ~)EC?(~(TO))X 
Cl([O, T]) for each pair (f, g) E C”(sZ’,o’) x C”( [0, T]) and 
(i) for t>O 
II e- a + xz)u I( Lm(op) + 
// 
dv -r, ; e 
II 
+ r II e-“cp I/.5yCo, 7-l) 
wco~~l) 
(ii) for z > 0, 12 1 
< C(ll(A(x, + x2)‘--l + T(xl +x2)‘)-’ e-r(xi+x2)f ))Lmcnp)j 
+ ll~~ie-“tgll.~~~o, rIj); (8.4) 
(iii) if the coefficients in (8.1) are Ck, (f, g) E Ck(D$)) x Ck( [0, T]), 
then (u, cp) E Ck(fiZ(,O1) x Ck+ ’ ([0, T]), and for sufficiently large r, 
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Furthermore, if the coefficients and the right-hand side in (8.1) con- 
tinuously depend on a parameter y ~9, then denoting Q$) x 9 by Q,, 
[0, T] x 9 by wT, we have 
THEOREM 8.2. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 8.1 are satisfied 
urtiformly with respect to y. Then there exists E, >0 such that for 
sup, E(P) G El > T< To, problem (8.1) has a unique solution 
(u, cp) E C”(0,) x C(l*o)(O,), and 
(i) for 5 > 0, A > 1, the inequalities (8.3), (8.4) are still uafid after 
replacing L”(Qnc,O)), L”( [0, T]) by L”(Q.), Lm(o,), respectively. 
(ii) if the coefficients in (8.1) are Ck, and (f,g)ECk(fiT)x Ck(W,), 
then (u, cp) E Ck(d,) x Cck+ lvk) (wT). Moreover, for sufficiently large z 
c 
tk - al - ~2 11 ,-Qm + x24yu 11 Lm(er) 
IalCk 
+ c tk+lpi Ile-*fa~cY~cp))Lm(or) 
i+j<k+l 
where C(r*S)(~,)= (rp;afaicp~C?(co~), i+jGr,j<s}. 
The proof of Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 can be derived by the method of 
integrating along characteristic urves. Here we omit the details. 
Next we consider the hyperbolic symmetric system in the three-dimen- 
sional case. Let 
(8.7) 
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be a linear hyperbolic symmetric system in Qr = [0, r] x [0, 1 ] x 9, where 
~3 is a periodic interval of variable y. Assume that the coefficients in (8.7) 
are periodic functions with respect to y, A,, A,, A, are symmetric Nx N 
matrices, and A0 > 0. J. is a large constant. 
We also assume that x = 1 is a noncharacteristic boundary and that 
x = 0 is a regular characteristic boundary. The latter means that there exists 
a family of surfaces g(t, x, y) = s with Vg # 0, such that g(t, 0, y) G 0 and by 
the transformation t’ = t, x’ = g( t, x, y), y’ = y, system (8.7) can be changed 
to the form 
A$+ $4~+$4,+%4, ( ay > $+A,$+lu+Bu=f (8.8) 
with rank((ag/dt) A, + (ag/ax) A, + (ag/ay) A,) = N, being invariant. 
The initial and boundary conditions for (8.7) are given as 
24 = ug t=O (8.9) 
l,u=O x=0 (8.10) 
l,u=O x= 1. (8.11) 
We assume that (8.10) (resp. (8.11)) are maximum nonnegative subspaces 
for the quadratic form - uA , u (resp. MA r u). 
As in Section 6 we denote a,, a,,, xa, by V, a, by D, and we introduce 
H’T~ = {u; VfiDbu E L2 for IBI dk,bGr}, 
Bk= (-) Hr,k-2r, 
r < k/2 
THEOREM 8.3. Zf the coefficients of (8.7), (8.10), (8.11) are smooth, 
uO=O, fEBk(QT), the trace of a{f withj<k- 1 on t=O is 0, and 1 is suf- 
ficiently large, then there exists a unique solution for the above-mentioned 
initial boundary value problem (8.7), (8.9), (8. lo), (8.11), and for 0 < k’ < k 
(8.12) 
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Proof: We only derive the a priori estimates here, since the existence 
and uniqueness of L2 solutions are known by [8], and the smoothness of 
the solution can be improved by using a priori estimates and the mollifier 
operator. 
The estimate (8.12) in case k’=O can be obtained by standard energy 
methods. Multiplying (8.7) by 2u, integrating both sides, and noticing the 
dissipative property of the boundary conditions, we have 
s l=T 211+2B-~-~-~ ay 
< 
s 
MA, u dx dy + 
1=0 s 
Au2 + i f2 dt dx dy. 
Since A, > 0, then for large A we have 
(8.13) 
In order to obtain the estimates for derivatives of the solution, we intro- 
duce a C” function v(x) with q = 1 in O<x<; and supp q c [0, $1. 
Obviously, vu and (1 -q) u can be estimated separately, and for vu 
(resp. (1 - 4) u) we only need consider one boundary condition (8.10) 
(resp. (8.11)), because near another boundary the function vu 
(resp. (1 - q) u) vanishes. Since the boundary x = 1 is noncharacteristic, 
and hence the estimation for (1 - q) u and its derivatives is simpler, here we 
only proceed the estimation for vu. In the sequel we assume that the system 
has been changed to 
(8.14) 
and to avoid the notational burden we rewrite it as (8.7) again, 
where A; > 0, A’, = (t 8) with R being a nonsinglar Nt x N1 matrix. 
Correspondingly, the boundary condition on x = 0 is 
u,=... =uN2- -0 ) N,dNl (8.16) 
and near x = 1, all components of u are 0. 
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Applying the differential operators a,, x8,, ~3, on (8.15), we have 
L’vz4+[v,L’]Ju=vf (8.17) 
vu,=~~~=vu,*=0, on x=0. (8.18) 
According to (8.13) 
J. II vu II LZ G C( II v II L* + II c K L’l 24 II L2). 
Since II C V, L’l 24 IIL2 < C(l II u II L2 + II u II Ho. 11, 
A Il4H,P.~~wfllffjJ. 
This is (8.12) in the case k’ = 1. 
For general k’ we prove (8.12) by induction. Suppose the proposition is 
true for all k’ <k. We prove it is also true for k’ + 1. 
First by the assumption of the induction, we can obtain the estimate 
I II WI,y<C(II v-IIHy+ IICK L’l 4yy) 
from (8.17). By virtue of 
IICK L’l ull,y<C(IZ Il&,P’~~+ IIhIy+~) 
we have 
A IIUIIHy+~<C Ilfllf/y+I (8.19) 
for large 1. Thus this first estimate in (8.12) is proved. 
In order to estimate 1) u 1) ++I, we use 
II&~+1<,II vulI,;~+1 Ilull.;,+ I(UlIfp+m.0. (8.20) 
If k’+ 1 is odd, then the last term in (8.20) appears in the expression of 
)I u lIB;,. Therefore we may use the same method as above to prove (8.12). 
If k’ + 1 is even, we have to estimate 11 u 11 H~k’+~~~*,~. To do that we denote 
24, = (u,, . . . . UN,)’ Ub=(UN,+l, . . . . u,,,), and split system (8.15) to 
au 
<=R-’ fb-(~~)~~-(A;).~-nu-B6u 
( > 
(8.21) 
(A&$+(A;)hbt$+Aub+ B;,u, 
=fl-(a6)h,~-(a;),,~-;-Bb.u,, (8.22) 
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where the subscripts a, b indicate the corresponding blocks. In the follow- 
ing we denote the right-hand sides of (8.21), (8.22) by F,, Fb, respectively. 
Since (8.22) is still a symmetric hyperbolic system for ub without boundary 
condition assigned at x = 0, we can regard x as a parameter, and differen- 
tiate (8.22) with respect o x, 
where 
By using the assumption of induction, we have 
,I 11 Du, ~)Hy~w 
<A IIDt+,lI~~~-~~C ll ~ll.,-~ 
< C( II Vub II By1 + II Of II ,.zr-l+ II J’Du, II B;-+ 
On the other hand, (8.21) indicates 
(8.23) 
I IIDu,II~~~.-~)/~.o~C~(II fllB;-l+ II V~I(~jk.-w) 
~CWlf IILf-I+ Iblhf;,) 
G C( II f II L3i’ + II 24 IIL$+4 
II VDu,II.;~-1<C(II Vf IIBp+ II VVuIIp) 
G C( II f II E;’ + II u II B;‘++ 
Combining (8.23 )-( 8.25 ) we have 
(8.24) 
(8.25) 
Substituting that into (8.20) we obtain (8.12) for k’ + 1. Therefore the 
conclusion is valid by induction. 1 
Remarks. The requirement on the smoothness of coefficients in 
Theorem 8.3 can be weakened. In fact we only need that the coefficients of 
(8.7) belong to Bk(SZ.) with k> 10. To verify it we notice that in the proof 
we often estimate [I( VE) w IIBk’-l or II w IIBv-2, where k’< k, E 
represents ome coefficient, and w represents u or its derivatives. Following 
the process in the proof of Lemma 7.1, these terms can be estimated by 
II w II 8t’- I or II w II gk’-2, respectively. Therefore, the proof of Theorem 8.3 still 
works. 
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9. SOLUTION TO THE LINEAR GOURSAT PROBLEM 
Let us come back to the linear Goursat problem (5.1)-(5.3). Without 
loss of generality we assume that I is a constant vector. Let N be an integer, 
NZ 10, 
4~5 F) = max(ll A - A(0)IILm(QTob), . . . . II m - m(O)11 L~~~Too,)y 
II L, F 11 N= II A II B~(nro) + .. . + 11 Q11 BN(+,) + II P II H%+) + . . . + II m II HN(~To). 
W::.={(u,cp);u~B’;+,,2(~.),~Ylu=O,Y,u~~:(~.),cp~~I;~~(~.)}, 
Il(% ‘P)Ilk,l,T= Il(% dll& 
= 12 II 24 IIii+ ,,2,nr) + II 72 u II ifpT) + II cp II St;: (wr) 1 1’2P 
W’,:= {(f,g),f~B:~l,,(~SZ.),g~H~(oT)}, 
II(f,g)ll;,d,r= llmNd;,T= ; IIfll;;+(c2r,+ II gll~~(Or) 
i 1 
112 
. 
We have 
THEOREM 9.1. There exist co > 0 and A,(K), c,(K), such that under the 
conditions 
k < N, -44 F) G CO, IIL F IIN<K (9.1) 
the problem (5.1~(5.3) has a unique solution (u, cp) E W:, T for any A > A,(K), 
T< To, (f, g) E W&. Moreover, 
II (u, 40 ) II k.A.7 G cOtK)II (f, g)ll k.l, T. (9.2) 
ProoJ Since cco(sZ,) x C?(oT) is dense in W’& we only need establish 
existence, uniqueness, and energy estimates for (f, g) E Cm(Qr) x c”(o.). 
As in Section 6, we introduce a polar coordinate system by (6.2), which 
implies 
a, = ea,, + (1 - 6) ax2 
ta, = tfqa,, - a,,) + tax2 
a, = a, - a,,). 
Hence 
d+B 
Aax, 
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Denote z?=JAu, 4 =.JA+icp as in (6.3). Then (5.1~(5.3) can be reduced to 
ly,ti=O (9.3) 
where A(t, 8, z) = A(t0, t( 1 - 8), z), and similarly for & $. 
In view of (f, g) E &(Q.) x Ca(mT), there is 6 > 0 such that JA- If~ 0, 
JA g E 0 for t < 6. Therefore, we may add an initial datum ti 1 ,<6 = 0 on 
(9.3) to form an initial-boumlary value problem. When t > 6, the operator 
t(a/&) is nondegenerate. Hence the conclusion of the theorem is equivalent 
to the existence and uniqueness of a solution for (9.3), adding li I r<S = 0, 
and the energy estimate 
Since the boundary 6 = 0 is regular characteristic and the boundary condi- 
tion on 8 = 1 satisfies uniform Lopatinski conditions in the sense of Majda, 
the technique of elliptic regularization introduced in [4] is available and 
we only need to establish the estimate (9.4). 
We prove (9.4) by induction. For k = 0 it reduces to 
A II G II t2(65r) + II Y*i II tqoT) + II 4 II ii+, 
G C,(K) 
( 
; II Js.fi II L(&) + II h@9 $J)II t+) 
> * 
(9.5) 
Denoting ti, 4 by v . II/ and introducing vi, +j, fij,, qj by dyadic partition of 
unity and dilation, as we did in Section 6, we have 
&vi= X(23) i,v + wj, 
where 
r’,(Y2vj9 $j)= Xt2jt) p2.(Y2v9 +I+ gj, 
(9.6) 
wj = (A + B) . t . f(2’t) 244 
gi = tx’( 2’t) 2’$p. 
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Obviously, II wj II t2(rir) < qtG(2-I-l,2-,+1) Iol’dtdedy, II gj II tqor) d 
Cj,,(2m,m~,2-,+~j Itjl’drdq’. Therefore, once we establish (9.5) for (II,, tij), 
by Lemma 6.4 we obtain (9.5) for (zi, 4) immediately. 
By means of (6.6), i,u,, pA(y2uj, $j) can be written as E’,cj and 
F$(y,fij, $j) such that 
ejw=(2j+Bj) t%+lw +[(l-s)~j-08j,~+tp,~, (at > 
where Jj( t, 8, y ) = A( 2 -jt, 8, v), pj( t, y ) = jj( 2 -jt, JJ), etc. Correspondingly, 
(9.5) for (uj, J/i) is equivalent to 
Let v(0) be a C” function with q = 1 on 0 < 0 < f and supp q c [0, 31. The 
estimate (9.7) for VW is given in Section 8, and the estimate (9.7) for 
(1 - q) w and x is a result in [4]. Summing up and taking 1 sufficiently 
large we obtain (9.7). Noticing that supp w and supp x are in t > T/2, we 
confirm that C,(K) is independent of 6. Thus (9.4) for k = 0 is proved. 
Suppose (9.4) is valid for the index less than k. We give two problems 
for vu and (1 -q) u as follows, 
i,(l-+=(l-rj)i,li-Eti, 
~~(Y2(1-?)ti,~)=~~(Y,ri,~), 
(1-Y/)ti=O, e& or t-cd, 
where E = (( 1 - t9) d - 0s) q’. Obviously, 
(9.9) 
II Efi II B;(zI,) G C II G II iq(ri,)T 
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where C is independent of 6. Hence (9.4) can be derived by the assumption 
of induction and the following two equalities: 
A2 II ufi II &(fiT) G CoW)(II dii II;;_, + II EG II ~;~I~~TJ (9.10) 
12 12 ~11(1-rlbIIA;(ri,)+ IIY241fi~(o~) + II@ II xl”+‘:(o,, 
G Co(K) ; ll(l- ~1 ~A~;~,~fiT~ +; IlEG Ili;-,(ti,) + II&A 4 Il~;~oT~ 
> 
. 
(9.11) 
Here we have replaced ll(1 - rl) ~IIB~(~+ II ~A~IIi~~,~~,~ by ll(l- ~1 G II&,, 
and II LAG II ~~~l~~T~ because (1 -q) fi E 0 near 8 = 0. By dyadic partition of 
unity and dilation as indicated in the case k = 0, (9.10), (9.11) can be 
reduced to the estimates for the functions with support on t > T/2. Again 
using the result in [4] and Section 8 we establish the required 
estimates. 1 
10. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS OF THE NONLINEAR PROBLEM 
In order to prove the existence of the solution for the nonlinear 
problem (4.7)-(4.9) we proceed in two steps. First, we construct asymptotic 
solutions, which let the left side of (4.7~(4.9) be small quantities of higher 
order. Then, taking the asymptotic solution as the first term, we obtain the 
solution by iteration. 
As we indicated in Section 4, the quantities U, II/, V$ on the wedge 
x1 = x2 = 0 are given. This means that we can find V(y) and z(y) such that 
In the sequel we always assume N> 10 and use the abbreviation 
5(x,,x*,Y)=Ic/(xI+x2,Y), x= (Xl, x2, Y) 
(10.1) 
THEOREM 10.1. For any E 2 0, there exist A4 > 0 and a C” sequence 
{Vi, I+?~} such that 
SOS/SO/Z-3 
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f,~L(zJj,$j)uj=O((xI+x*)~) (10.2) 
gj d”’ 9-(y2 uj, *j) = O(t’+ l), (10.3) 
lyluj=o, (10.4) 
ETo(Uj>$j) ~Il”j-v(o)ll.Lp+ Il+j-z(0)tIIL.m+ IIv($j-z(o) t)llL” 
+ IIH(tij-r(o) t)llLm<E3 (10.5) 
Il( Uj, $j)ll Wr, d”‘- II uj IIBNIGTo) + IIYZ UjIIHN~~To) + II $jmz(0) lY IIHN+l(O~o) 
+ II WIII, - z(O) t)ll Bw2,,) G kc (10.6) 
Proof: As the first term of the asymptotic sequence we take U, = V(y), 
+,, = t(y) t. We assume that the periodic interval 9 of the variable y has 
been chosen sufficiently small that (10.2)--(10.6) are valid. 
Now we define successively U,, t,bj by 
where 
Lovj= -L(U,, *j) u, 
lyl vi=0 
FO(Y2 vj9 Xj) = -F(Y2 uj3 V+jL Xjlr=Oco 
(10.7) 
Uj+l= Uj+ Vj, tij+l=Xj+*j9 
L,vj=atu,,~,)~+B(U,,~,)~, 
1 2 
FO(Y2 vj9 Xj) = F(y*Uo, $o)(Y2 vj7 Xj) 
axj 
(10.8) 
=P(Y2 u07 +O) at + h(Y2 u07 $0) Xj+ 4Y2 uO, Ii/O) Y2 vj. 
Regarding y as a parameter, to determine (V,, x,) from (U,, $,,) we just 
need to solve a linear Goursat problem with two variables. Hence 
Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 are available. 
It is convenient to add two conditions 
Uj- UC#= 0(X1 +X2), tir$o=W2) (10.9) 
to (10.2)-( 10.6). Obviously, (10.2)-( 10.6) and (10.9) are valid for j= 0. 
Now suppose they are valid for j< n; we prove they are also valid for 
j=n+l. 
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By using Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 from (10.2), (10.3) for j = n, we have 
v,=o((x,+x,)“+‘), dx, x= O(tn+l). (10.10) 
Since x~I,=~=O, then xn= O(t”+2), which implies Hxn= O((x, +x2)"+l). 
Moreover, 
and L(U,+,, lCln + i ) - L( U,, $,) can be written as a first-order partial dif- 
ferential operator with coefficients containing U,,, 1 - U,, or H($,+ 1 - $,). 
Therefore, 
MU”,,, ~“+~)-L(~“~II/,))~,+,=o((x,+~2)“+’). (10.12) 
Similarly, L( U,, $,) - L, can be written as a sum of a first-order operator 
with respect o y and a first-order operator with respect o xi, x2 with coef- 
ficients containing the factor U, - U, or H($, - tiO). Therefore, by 
Vx,xlVn=O((~1+~2)n), av,/ay=O((x,+x,)“+‘), and (10.12) we have 
fn+1= O((Xl +x2)“+‘). 
As for g,, i we write it as 
=9(Y2Un, vhl)+~(yzu.,~.)(Y2 vm xJ+ O(lY2 w’+ Ixn12) 
= (FM. $.I -~O)(Y2~~/n,Xn)+O(IY2~n12+IXn12). 
From (10.9) we know y2Un -y2U,, = O(t), $, - $,, = O(T2). Then by 
;(?+;;(P+‘), xn = O(t”+2), and ax,& = O(fn+2) we know g,, i = 
Equality (10.4) is satisfied due to (10.7). 
To prove (10.5) and (10.6), we modify the sequence {(Uj, t,bj)}. Let 
c(t) E CF be a cut-off function, equal to 1 near the origin. 6, is a constant, 
which will be determined later. For j < J, set 
(J,*=c y3 
( > cuj- U,)+ u,, J $J+=l(~)($j-$il)++~* (10.13) 
Obviously, replacing ( Uj, Gj) by (U,?, $,?) does not affect the validity of 
(10.2~(10.4). In light of (10.9) and the boundedness of tx’(t/s,), we may 
choose 6 J sufficiently small such that finite pairs ( Uj, tij) for j < J satisfy 
(10.5). Besides, let M= 1 + maxi, J Il(Uj, $j)ll. Equality (10.6) is certainly 
true. 
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For j > J, set 
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(10.14) 
where U,*, $f are defined in (10.13). As mentioned above the equalities 
(10.2)-(10.4) are valid, and taking Sj sufficiently small we have 
ET&UT-UJ*, $j-$T)<E, ]/UT-U,*, ll/j*-+fIIw,,<l by virtue of 
Uj-UJ=O((x,+x,)J+‘), ll/j-+J=O(t”‘2). Hence (10.5), (10.6) are 
valid for all ( U,? , $T). 1 
Remark. Let Ed and E, be the constants in Theorem 9.1 and Theorem 
8.2, and let s2 be another small number such that E~,,( U, @) c s2 ensures 
E(L, I;) <so in Theorem 9.1 and E(P) <.si in Theorem 8.2. Take E = s2/2, 
and determine M according to the proof of Theorem 10.2. Thus from 
Il(V *)I1 !rO < 244 we have 1) L( U, Ic/), FCYzU,+) (IN < K. Therefore 1,(K) can 
be determmed by Theorem 9.1. Fix j. > 1,(K). We will choose (Vi,, tij,,) by 
Theorem 10.1 as the first term in an iteration for solving a nonlinear 
Goursat problem in the next section. 
11. EXISTENCE 
In this section we use Newton’s iteration scheme to construct a con- 
vergent sequence of approximate solutions (refer to [S, 61). First we take 
(U,, tij,,) obtained in the end of Section 10 as ( uo, qo), (IV,, 8,) = (0,O). 
To determine the general terms we use induction. If (fi,,, $JE Wf;l,(B,) 
has been determined, we take ( W, + i, 8, + i) as the solution of 
Jw”I,, L) wn+, = -Jwm 5n) en,,, hlWn+,=O 
F,qun,&~ Wn+,, en+,)= -~(Yz~“,~,)+F,,,“,~“(Y,~,,x,), (11.1) 
~n+llr=O=O 
on (QT,or), and extend (Wn+l, ~9,,+~) to (Q,, or,) by (6.1). Let 
F”,l =-S-w,,+,, L+,=&h+*, 
k+1= Do+ ~n+l, L+I=~O+L+I> (11.2) 
and denote the.map (on,, $,) + ( nn+ r, $,,+ i) by n. Next we only need to 
indicate that ‘II is well defined and contractive. 
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THEOREM 11.1. There is T, E (0, T,), such that for T c T,, by means of 
( 1 1.1 ), (11.2), and the gioen first term ( U,, t,b,,) we can defvte sequences 
{ (zr,, h,,}, { ( mm &I}, which sat&fv 
where ~2 is a number given at the end of Section 10. 
Proof: Equation (11.3) is valid for n = 0. Now if it is valid for index n, 
we prove the validity for index n + 1. 
Write -LtZm, $,I U. as -L(Uo, 3,) uo+(UzI,, 5d-UOnI,, 3,)) Uo. 
Lemma 7.3 and (11.3) imply 
Noticing 
we have 
II -La, $,) &I IlB,N_,,2(c2T) G C(II ML &J 6 IIB:-,,*(RT) 
+ Il(Wn, ~“)llN,1--1,T). (11.5) 
Since L( u,,, $,) o,, = O((x, +x/O) andj, > A,,(K) according to the remark 
in Section 10, we derive from (10.3), (10.5) 
II -U&z, &J uo IIB~-,,~~R~~ 6 C, T. (11.6) 
On the other hand, from (11.1) 
F Y2t7”n.&(Y*W”+l~ en+ 1) k WY2 &9 50) - W’(Y* Qz, L, - 9G(Y* 6, iJo, 
- F(ygn, S,)(YZ Wn, ‘A)), 
and Lemma 7.4 implies 
Therefore, in the case 2L- 1 > A + 1, (11.7) and (10.3) yield 
II F,,~LJ~(Yz W,z+ IO,+ dill; G C2 T. (11.8) 
Now let us check if the coefficients in (11.1) satisfy the conditions in 
Theorem 9.1. From (10.5) and (11.3) we know cTo(8,, 5,) < c2, which 
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implies E(L, F) < c0 by the remark in Section 10. Moreover, from the 
expression of the norms of W, and Wt,, we have 
IlKmv,,~P2 Il(~n~~n)llN,i,,~ for 1> N, 
where ~1~ is a given constant, independent of m” and 8,. Certainly, we may 
choose M > p2. Hence \I( En, g,)\j wTO <M, and in view of (10.6) we have 
Il(U”, tinIll wro < 2M. Again using the remark in Section 10 we obtain 
II L(Um VQrz), F(,,U”, IL.) II G K. 
Since the assumptions in Theorem 9.1 are verified, by this theorem and 
(11.6), (11.8) we obtain (W,,+l, t’I,,+r)~ W&, and 
II(Wn+l, k+,)ll.v,~,~~C~T~ (11.9) 
which implies 
llCR+,, ~n+l)llN,i,To~ C&T. (11.10) 
When Na 10, we can use the embedding theorem to obtain 
Taking T,=min(l/C,K, .sJ2C3C4K), (11.3) is valid for (qn+,,gn+r). 
Thus the sequences {(on,, q,)}, {(En, PJ} can be determined suc- 
cessively. 1 
THEOREM 11.2. There exists a constant C, such that for T< T,, the 
sequence (fin,, $,,) defined in Theorem 11.1 satisfies 
wn+2- f4+l~ k2+2-5n+INN-I,A,T 
~C~TIl(~~+~-~,,~n+~-~n)ll~--,~,~ (11.11) 
and for small T the map IL is contractive in the space Wz;‘. 
Proof: Subtracting (11.1) with index n from the equality with index 
n+ 1, we have 
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Denoting the right sides of the first two equalities by b,, I,,, respectively, 
and noting N- 1 > 8, we may use Lemma 7.3 and 7.4 to obtain 
Taking 21-1>1+1, in light of the uniform boundedness of 
ll(k kJllN-~,A, Tor we have 
Since the conclusion of Theorem 9.1 shows 
(11.11) is obtained by fixing 1. 1 
Now we can use the limit process to obtain the solution of 
problem (4.7~(4.9). In fact, set T= min(T,, 1/2C,). Since the map rc is a 
contraction we can take the limit (11.1). The limit (& $) of (0, 5,) 
satisfies (4.7)-(4.9). Using the Banach-Saks theorem (0, 3) E W~(s2,). 
Hence $ E @a,), 8~ C3(wT) n C8(8,\{x, = O}). 
Going back to the original physical space (t, x, y), we obtain the local 
existence of smooth functions U,(t, x, JJ) and $(t, y). Hence the solution 
(2.5) for the problem with a reflected shock front is obtained. 
Remark. Our discussion is also valid in the case when the coming flow 
is cylindrical or spherical, because in this case we still ‘have an explicit 
expression for the shock front and the parameters of the flow field on both 
sides of the front before the reflection occurs. 
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